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Milky Way 
formed

-14

Sun becomes red giant
Formation of Earth

Kraken-Milky Way 
galaxy merger

Gaia-Enceladus-Milky Way 
galaxy merger Moon creation

Solar System

-2-4-6-8-10-12
Billions of years

0 2 4 6 8 10

Surface rock on Earth starts melting

Younger 
Dryas

Big
Bang

Thousands of years

Thousands of years
First telescope

Heliocentric model (publication of DeRevolutionibus)
Start of 

Bronze Age

First written language

Agriculture in the Middle East

(timelines continue on back of page)

End of 
Sun

Start of papermaking 
in China

Fall of Western 
Roman Empire

European 
Enlightenment

James Watt commercial 
steam engine

Axial Age: Development of universal 
empires, religions, and philosophies

Copper smelting 
observed at Belovode

First wheel

Formation of Pangea Ultima, 
last supercontinent

Formation of 
Pangea Ultima, last 

supercontinent

Origin of sexual 
reproduction

Neanderthals Behavioral modernity: language, abstract thinking, social norms, big game hunting, symbolism
Permanent homo sapien settlements of Europe (Cro-Magnon)

Humans present in the Americas
atlatl+bow & arrow invented

-330 -270 -210 -180 -120 -30 0-300 -150 -60-90-240

Agriculture in the Near East

Sun formed

Existence of Pangea 
supercontinent

Earliest 
evidence of life

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
Billions of years

Life on Earth
Photosynthesis stops, plants & animals die offPhotosynthesis stops, plants & animals die off

Ocean evaporation will start
Eukaryotic (nucleic) life dies out

Upper limit of 
ocean survival

Earliest fungi
Great oxyenation event First primates

Earliest animals

Surface water thought to exist
Today's oldest rocks formed

Snowball Earth Earth 
Destruction

Evaporation 
of Oceans

Life on Earth 
extinct

Present 
(2024)

Present 
(2024)

Present 
(2024)

All life on
Earth extinct

Earliest known land life

Black Death

Göbekli Tepe 
settled

Present 
(2024)

Start of 
Iron Age Columbus' voyage

-16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -2 0-4

Earliest evidence of 
Australopithecus Controlled fire

Neanderthals
Oldest known stone tools

Earliest of genus Homo

Millions of years

Millions of years

Present 
(2024)

First 
hominids

Evolution of 
bipedalism

Andromeda-Milky Way 
galaxy merger
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Neolithic, Bronze, & Iron Age

Homo Sapiens
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Most large animals 
domesticated

Earliest known evidence of life
Blue-green algae known to exist

Earliest known oxygen-breathing life

Hominids

Cambrian explosion: 
most modern phyla 

of animals appear

Oldest known dinosaurs
Cretaceous-Paleogene extinction event

Animals

Oldest known trees

Late 
Devonian 
extinction

First known life 
with soft parts, 
e.g. jellyfish & 
        worms

Triassic-Jurassic extinction CO2 too low for photo-
synthesis, plants & 

animals die off

Ordovician-Silurian extinction events
Permian-Triassic 
extinction First mammals

0-600 600 900300-300-900 -750

Present 
(2024)

-450 -150 750

First hominids
First primates

Earliest 
animals

Oldest known 
land plants

Prokaryotic 
(non-nucleic)

life dies out

Outer core freezes, 
magnetic field shuts down, 
charged particles from the 

sun deplete the atmosphere

Absent geoengineering 
intervention, additional geological 
uplift expected to begin decreasing 
atmospheric CO2 levels gradually to 
below what plants need to survive

Homo 
sapiens



1860
-160

(timelines continued from previous page)

Lead paint banned in the U.S.
Agent Orange banned in the U.S.
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Federal Aid Highway Act creates 
the Interstate Highway System

Great Depression

Kitty 
Hawk

World 
War I

1780 1840 1880 1900 1920 1940 1960 2000 20201980
-180 -170 -150 -140 -130 -120 -110 -100 -90 -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0-250 -200 -190

World 
War II

Electrical Age

First transatlantic 
telegraph laid down 

First electrical light bulb

Phonograph (record player) patented
First power plant (coal-fired)

Safety razor 
developed

First 
iPhone

First commercial LED
First computer network

First commercial telephone exchange

First  commercial integrated circuit 

Electronic TV  
introduced

First radio news 
broadcast

Tesla develops AC motor and power

Telephone 
patented

Industrial Age

1780 1820 1840 1860 1880 1900 1920 1940 1960 1980
-180 -170 -160 -140 -130 -120 -110 -100 -90 -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0-250 -240 -200 -190years from present

year(CE/AD)

Apollo 8, Earthrise photograph

First GMO 
commercial
product

Present 
(2024)

Roundup introduced

Walden 
published

First solution metrics 
comparatively displayed

On the Origin of 
Species Published

Sierra Club 
founded Birth control pill introduced

Rio de Janerio 
earth summit

The Jungle published. Pure Food and 
Drug Act passed the same year

Safety bicycle developed

Paris agreement 
further limits 

GHG emissions

Yellowstone National Park created 
(world's first national park)

Covid-19 
pandemic

Sputnik 1, first artificial satellite & 
Kyshtym nuclear disaster & Windscale 

Three Mile Island 
nuclear disaster

Lucens nuclear disaster & 
Apollo 11, moon landing

TIROS, first weather satellite
SL-1 nuclear meltdown + First subatomic particle collider

Breakup of USSR

First mobile 
phone & the 

internet is born

GPS operational

Fukushima 
nuclear disaster

0 20 30 40 50 70 8075605 25 35 45 6555

Present 
(2024)

Designer 
babies

Artificial general 
intelligence

Space colonization via 
O'Neill cylinders

Niagara Falls 
eroded away

If CO2 emmissions stop in 2024, then 
the world will have returned to 

preindustrial CO2 concentrations

0 10,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 60,000 70,000 80,000 90,000 100,000

205020402030 2060 2070 2080 2090 2100
years from present

year(CE/AD)

years from present
year(CE/AD)

Brain-computer 
interfaces widespread

If CO2 emissions stop now, then 80% 
of excess CO2 has been absorbed

Next ice 
age begins

Humans 
on Mars Metaverse

Fusion power 
commercialized
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Chernobyl 
nuclear disaster

First fossils 
identified as 

dinosaurs

Atomic & Space Age

Periodic Table of 
the elements 

developed

Trinity nuclear (bomb) test 
First liquid-fueled rocket

Possible Near Future Timeline

Present 
(2024)

Sahara desert could 
turn green again

Worst case global temp +12.6°C (2300 AD)
Possible Far Future Timeline
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1820

Environmental Movement

First commercial 
telegraph line

Cuban 
missile crisis

Henry Ford mass production of cars + First stainless steel
First commercial airline

Bakelite, first synthetic 
plastic, patentedFirst hydro-

electric 
power plant

James Watt commercial 
steam engine

Commercial trains in 
widespread use

City of Philadelphia's natural 
gas distribution company begins

Photography invented

First vacuum cleanerFirst 
electric 
fan

Bessemer 
process - mass 
produced steel

First commercially 
viable refrigerator 

Power loom 
developed

First electric 
circuit

years from present
year(CE/AD)

Pneumatic tire developed

Lead added to gasoline

1st typewriter

Present 
(2024)

First oil well (Edwin Drake's) & first 
ocean-going ironclad (Gloire)         

Eradication of smallpox

Montreal Protocol 
ozone depleting 
substances banned

First seatbelts in cars

 First x-ray
First widely-used social media platform

First inhabited space station

First programmable 
industrial robot

Boeing 707 begins service

DDT introduced
DDT banned

Present 
(2024)

2020

First internet 
browser

First ISO standard 
on containerization

Global ban on whaling

Depending on policies enacted in the next 5 years, the percentage of global energy 
produced from fossil fuels will be between 62 and 88% (0 to 82% for electricity).

Fossil fuels currently supply 82% of all 
energy produced (63% of electricity)

Polio vaccine introduced

Crapper 
toilet First practical rotorcraft

Edwin Hubble discovers first galaxy 
outside the Milky Way

OPEC oil embargo

First PC GUI

Calder Hall, first commercial nuclear power plant

First sewing 
machine patented

Metal bearings 
patented

-240

2000

First 
washing 
machine

First commercial 
laser application

10,000 40,000 50,000 60,000 70,00030,000 80,000 90,000 100,000

-150

First hand
held electronic 
calculator

Peak of human 
population, ~11 billion

1980

2020

Present 
(2024)

Kyoto Protocol 
limits GHG 
emissions


